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Andrew Schorr: 
You like to cook, you also meditate, you also counsel other people. These are kind of pillars for you, aren’t they? 
 
Danny Parker:  
Right. So, you wanna look at seeing to develop habits in your life, that are going to be helpful to you. And, you know, dealing 
with a disease, so that’s creating—kind of throwing some potholes in your path, in terms of exactly how this is going. 
Because we’re doing treatments, and so forth, but it’s so—I think our habits become ever more important, in terms of 
having that ability, to have that quiet morning tea, or cup of coffee. And then, also, maybe to change some things. For 
instance, one of the things that I counsel patients about, that have myeloma, especially if they’re newly diagnosed is, a lot of 
them will be like me. 
 
They wanna study the disease and find out all about it. That’s great and fine. Don’t do that after dark. Or I don’t recommend 
doing that at night, because you’re going to go to sleep eventually. It’s a good idea to go to sleep without kappa light chains 
interrupting your dreams, or something like that. So, I really feel, for me—at least, this works, that I don’t go with a disease 
during the evening hours. And, I like to tell people, I’m living with myeloma, I’m not living for myeloma. So even though I’m 
very dedicated to trying to help other patients, I have my own life, and I have my kids’ life, and my wife’s life, to consider. 
And so, the issue is, as Laurie was saying. We wanna improve the quality of our lives, to have a good life, to have a life worth 
living. 
 
And that includes not only taking care of ourself, with this disease, but also, taking care of others. And, another 
hint, a clue I want to give to people, if you’re feeling discouraged. I know, when I feel discouraged sometimes, 
one of the things I can tell you, that’ll help almost everyone feel better, if you’re feeling discouraged, is to help 
someone else. So to just find something or somebody that needs some help, and then it could even be cleaning 
something or fixing something—something small. It doesn’t have to be something big. But, do that. There’s this 
immense pleasure, and satisfaction, that comes of doing that activity, even when you’re wounded yourself. 
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